Plain Language Summary {#S0001}
======================

Distant metastasis (DM) is the major causes of death in NPC. At initial diagnosis, 4--10% of patients with NPC are found to have synchronous metastasis (smNPC). Although the smNPC occurs with low incidence, the prognosis of these patients remains dismal. In the past, some studies reported smNPC from different perspectives, however, there are few studies to summarize and analyze these results.

In this review, we firstly examined the metastatic and prognostic characteristics of smNPC, and then we discussed the potential mechanism that might be involved in the early DM of smNPC. Next, we summarized clinical data concerning the efficacy of different treatment approaches on smNPC from two levels (systematic therapy including chemotherapy, targeted therapy and immunotherapy, and local therapy including locoregional radiotherapy for primary tumor and local treatment for metastatic lesions). Based on these, we put forward a treatment mode in the management of this disease. Finally, we provided future directions and strategies in the treatment of smNPC.

Introduction {#S0002}
============

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a rare malignancy in the worldwide. However, a distinct geographical variation is evident, with a peak annual incidence approaching 30/100,000 persons in Southern China.[@CIT0001] Over the past years, survival outcomes of patients with locally advanced NPC (LA-NPC) have dramatically improved because of the improvement of radiotherapy (RT) technology and broader application of chemotherapy (CT).[@CIT0002]--[@CIT0004]

Due to its inherent characteristics, distant metastasis (DM) is more commonly observed in NPC than other head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC).[@CIT0005] It is reported that 4--10% of patients with NPC present with synchronous metastasis (smNPC, metastasis at initial diagnosis).[@CIT0006] And 20--30% of patients with LA-NPC would display metachronous metastasis (mmNPC, metastasis after radical chemo-radiotherapy), usually within 3 years.[@CIT0007] With the occurrence of metastasis, the survival outcomes of patients are significantly poor, with a median overall survival (OS) of 12--15 months under treatment with palliative CT.[@CIT0008]

While multiple studies have focused on mmNPC, there are few reports on characteristics and management of smNPC. Modalities incorporating systematic CT as well as RT to the primary nasopharynx lesion and regional lymph nodes are recommended by current National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines. However, these guidelines only provide a rough direction, and numerous treatment issues remain unaddressed. Herein, we initially examined the clinical characteristics, and discussed possible metastatic mechanism involved in smNPC. Then, we conducted stratified analysis and summary of current clinical studies on smNPC, in order to provide a comprehensive management for this unique cancer. Finally, future directions on this disease are proposed.

The Characteristics Of smNPC {#S0003}
============================

Metastatic Characteristics Of smNPC {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------------------------

Unlike other HNSCC, DM on initial diagnosis is more frequent in NPC (9.1% vs 3%).[@CIT0009] Multivariate analysis showed that advanced T stage, positive N stage, N3 status, and pretreatment EBV DNA levels were all significant risk factors for DM in smNPC.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0010] The most frequently involved sites for metastases are bones (64--67%), liver (32--34%), lungs (15--22%), and distant lymph nodes (12--15%).[@CIT0011],[@CIT0012] In bone metastasis, the frequently common locations are thoracic vertebrae, lumbar vertebrae, sternum, ribs, ilium, and femur.[@CIT0013] Additionally, single organ involved is more common than multiple organs involved (70% vs 30%) in smNPC.[@CIT0012] While more than 70% of patients with smNPC have multiple metastatic lesions for all the involved organs or locations.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0014]

Prognostic Characteristics Of smNPC {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------------

Patients with smNPC are a heterogeneous group who display a wide range of survival outcomes, which is known to vary relative to different metastatic status. Patients with lung metastasis or limited metastatic lesions are generally thought to have favorable outcomes than those with liver metastasis or multiple metastatic lesions.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0015] Thus, some researchers have thought that current M stage have not truly reflected prognostic characteristics, and further subdivision of M stage should be put forward.[@CIT0015] Wu et al, classified smNPC into three categories: M1a (single lesion located into an isolated organ but not the liver), M1b (single lesion in the liver or multiple lesions in organs except the liver), and M1c (multiple lesions in the liver). Different categories showed significantly diverse prognosis, with median OS for M1a, M1b, and M1c were 46, 25, and 18 months, respectively.[@CIT0016] In the study of Chen et al,[@CIT0012] patients were also divided into three groups: M1a (oligo lesions without liver invaded), M1b (widespread metastases without liver involved), and M1c (liver metastasis without regarding on the number of metastatic lesions). Likely, patients with M1c displayed the worst 3-year OS. In both studies, patients with solitary metastatic lesions except the liver involved had favorable outcomes compared to those with multiple distant lesions. However, once the occurrence of hepatic metastasis with either single or multiple lesions, patient's outcome decreased markedly.

In addition, even among patients with bone-only metastasis, the survival outcomes differ. Xia et al, reviewed 312 patients with bone-only metastasis, and found that worse OS was associated with metastatic spinal lesions and with \>3 metastatic sites.[@CIT0017] In 2019, Mai et al, also examined 226 patients with bone-only metastasis in smNPC. Based on the number of metastatic lesions and EBV DNA status after palliative CT, patients were divided into low-, middle-, and high-risk groups. The 3-year OS of patients in the low-risk was 80%, in the middle 60% and high 40%, separately.[@CIT0018] [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"} details survival outcomes following prognostic stratification of the metastatic stage.Table 1Survival Outcomes Following Prognostic Stratification Of The Metastatic StageStudyNSubtypeMedian OS (month)Chen et al (2017)[@CIT0012]977M1aOligo-lesions without liver invasion3-year 54.5--72.7%M1bWidespread metastases without liver involved3-year 34.4--41.0%M1cLiver metastasis without regarding to the number of metastatic lesions3-year 22.6--23.6%Wu et al (2016)[@CIT0016]505M1aSingle lesion located into an isolated organ but not the liver46M1bSingle lesion in the liver or multiple lesions in other organs except the liver25M1cMultiple lesions in the liver18Chen et al (2016)[@CIT0014]347M1aThe combination of 3 clinical indexes and 7 hematological markers\#38M1bThe combination of 3 clinical indexes and 7 hematological markers\$13Shen et al\* (2015)[@CIT0017]312Group A3 or fewer metastatic sites and no spine involvement41Group B3 or fewer metastatic sites with spine involvement or more than 3 metastatic sites without spine involvement26.8Group CMore than 3 metastatic sites with spine involvement15.8Sun et al\* (2019)[@CIT0018]226Low risk3 or fewer metastatic lesions and undetectable EBV DNA after PCT3-year 80.0%Middle riskMore than 3 metastatic sites with undetectable EBV DNA after PCT/3 or fewer metastatic lesions and detectable EBV DNA after PCT3-year 54.9%High riskMore than 3 metastatic sites and detectable EBV DNA after PCT3-year 37.8%[^1][^2]

Possible Genetic Aberrations In smNPC {#S0004}
=====================================

At the time of diagnosis, only a minority of patients with NPC present with DM. However, the exact mechanisms that promote or inhibit early metastasis remain unclear. Among patients of colorectal cancer with or without DM at first diagnosis, the fundamental difference between the groups was the aberration of immune-related genes, rather than the tumor-related genes.[@CIT0019] Moreover, the density of immune cells in specimens of patients with or without DM were significant difference: a protective immune signature was more observed in patients without DM. Consequently, the variation in immune status was proved to contribute to early metastasis. NPC is an EB virus-associated malignancy characterized by infiltration of numerous lymphocytes in tissue specimens, which greatly influence the prognosis of patients with NPC.[@CIT0020] In EB virus positive NPC, as high as 28.8% of patients have MHC Class I gene aberrations, and this group of patients consequently was found to have a worse OS than those with MHC Class I wild type.[@CIT0021] These findings indicated that the aberration of MHC genes might have a key role in the process of early DM in NPC, however, which requires further study.

In recent years, some researchers have examined the genomic landscape of NPC specimens using next-generation sequence (NGS). Certain novel metastatic related genes or signal pathways have been identified.[@CIT0021]--[@CIT0023] However, these findings have not fully elucidated the mechanism of early DM in smNPC due to a well-matched cohort study including metastatic or non-metastatic NPC at initial diagnosis is not conducted. Future studies should address this issue.

The Landscape Of Systematic Therapy In smNPC {#S0005}
============================================

Chemotherapy {#S0005-S2001}
------------

### First-line CT {#S0005-S2001-S3001}

Systematic CT is the cornerstone for smNPC. For decades, the most widely used regimens in smNPC are platinum-based doublets.[@CIT0024] It was reported that the complete response (CR) was around 5%, partial response (PR) 50%, stable disease (SD) 32%, and progressive disease (PD) 10% for metastatic sites, respectively.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0025] In spite of numerous of clinical trials on NPC over the past two decades, no randomized studies have compared different CT protocols until 2016: a multicenter, Phase III randomized clinical trial which compared the efficacy of gemcitabine plus cisplatin (GP) and 5-fluorouracil plus cisplatin (PF) in recurrent/metastatic NPC. The results demonstrated that GP was superior to PF, with median progression-free survival (PFS) and OS were 7.0 vs 5.6 months, and 29.1 vs 20.9 months, respectively.[@CIT0026] Although this trial was not specially focus on smNPC population, it should be noticed that 45 (25%) patients in the GP group and 59 (33%) in the PF group were diagnosed as smNPC, providing an evidence that GP might be superior to PF in smNPC.

In addition to 5-fluorouracil or gemcitabine in combination with platinum, taxanes (paclitaxel and docetaxel) combined with platinum have also been frequently employed. One study including 39 patients with smNPC suggested that patients who received a chemotherapeutic protocol including docetaxel achieved a better survival than those without it.[@CIT0027] However, there are few studies that have directly addressed the question concerning whether taxanes-based doublet or triplet combinations, such as TP and TPF (taxanes, platinum, and 5-fluorouracil), are over to GP regimen in smNPC. Future clinical trials are warranted to address this issue.

Actually, it is very difficult to determine which protocol is the best for smNPC, because many studies have focused on mmNPC rather than smNPC, or put smNPC and mmNPC together as metastatic NPC to analyze without distinction. Sometimes, we have to refer to the conclusions that come from the mmNPC, although this might be inappropriate. A retrospective study compared the efficacy of commonly used first-line CT on recurrent/metastatic NPC, which showed that the overall response rate (ORR) of PF, TP, GP, TPF, and BPF (bleomycin, cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil) regimens were 60.2%, 61.7%, 71.1%,74.0%, and 69.1%, respectively.[@CIT0028] Although higher response rates were observed in GP and TPF, it did not translate into long-term survival advantage, with 3-year OS was 23% for GP and TPF, 24% for PF, and TP, 17% for BPF, respectively. However, triplet combination regimens, such as TPF, had more grade 3/4 toxicities compared with cisplatin-based doublets. Based on these, cisplatin-based triplets are not recommended for metastatic NPC at first-line setting.

### Cycles Of CT {#S0005-S2001-S3002}

Although CT is verified as an independent prognostic factor for patients with smNPC, the optimal cycles of CT remain unclear. Some evidences suggested that there was no significant difference between patients who received at least six cycles of CT and those who received fewer than six cycles,[@CIT0029] raising the issue of acquired chemo-resistance in patients with the increased cycles of CT. However, less-intense CT can sometimes be detrimental. Particularly, patients with fewer than four cycles of CT were associated with worse prognosis.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0025] On the basis of these, 4--6 cycles of CT might be considered in smNPC.

### Maintenance Chemotherapy {#S0005-S2001-S3003}

Durable response is rarely encountered in metastatic disease. Hence, maintenance therapy might be considered in smNPC. In a retrospective study, 28 patients with metastatic NPC underwent CT followed by 5-fluorouracil maintenance therapy. The results showed that 35% of patients remained progression-free beyond 1 year, suggesting that a subset of patients might benefit from exposure to a maintenance schedule.[@CIT0030] Even though the evidence was not sufficient, maintenance therapy should be explored for patients with smNPC, particularly with those oral drugs such as capecitabine.

### Second-Line CT {#S0005-S2001-S3004}

In patients with smNPC who develop PD after first-line CT, treatment is challenging. There are few studies to evaluate the efficacy of CT as second-line in smNPC. However, according to the results of second-line CT in mmNPC, mono-chemotherapy such as methotrexate, docetaxel, capecitabine, and gemcitabine could be taken into consideration. The ORR and median PFS of methotrexate, docetaxel, capecitabine, and gemcitabine were 25% and 4.6 months,[@CIT0031] 37% and 5.3 months,[@CIT0032] 37% and 5 months,[@CIT0033] 48% and 5.1months,[@CIT0034] respectively. The grade 3/4 hematological toxicity was around 10%. Double agents, however, did not obviously bring survival benefit. It was showed that the ORR was 37.7% and median PFS was 5.2 months for gemcitabine plus vinorelbine as second-line in the treatment of mmNPC.[@CIT0035] However, 20% of patients had grade 3/4 hematological toxicity.

Targeted Therapy {#S0005-S2002}
----------------

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is highly expressed in NPC and inhibiting EGFR signal pathway has been taken into consideration for a long time.[@CIT0036],[@CIT0037] Unfortunately, there are no clinical trials or retrospective studies on exclusively evaluating the efficacy of EGFR inhibitors in smNPC. However, in view of the data from mmNPC, we could find that the activity of EGFR inhibitors, such as gefitinib and erlotinib, were disappointing as second or third-line therapy in the treatment of metastatic NPC, with no OR.[@CIT0038],[@CIT0039] In addition, a Phase II study tested cetuximab, an anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody, in association with carboplatin in 59 recurrent or metastatic patients: again, the response was low (ORR 11.7%) and the grade 3/4 toxicities were high (51.7%).[@CIT0040]

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is also important in NPC and it interacted with its receptor VEGF-R to promote tumor survival.[@CIT0041] However, the efficacy of agents targeting VEGF signal pathway to treat metastatic NPC was discouraging, with weaker response and more hemorrhagic events than that found for CT.[@CIT0042],[@CIT0043]

PD-1/PD-L1 Inhibitors {#S0005-S2003}
---------------------

Except for traditional therapy as mentioned above in smNPC, immunotherapy targeting immune checkpoints, as a new kind of treatment, has begun to be studied in NPC.

The keynote-028 trial including 27 metastatic NPC who were heavily failure on prior therapy (70.4% patients had received three or more therapies), showed that pembrolizumab (PD-L1 inhibitor) had desirable antitumor activity, with the ORR was 25.9%.[@CIT0044] Similar results also obtained in another multicenter study (NCI-9742) including 44 metastatic NPC who treated with Nivolumab (PD-1 inhibitor), with the ORR was 20.5% and 1-year PFS 19.3%.[@CIT0045] Anti-PD-1/PD-L1 as single therapy had promising activity in metastatic NPC, combined therapy could further improve efficacy.

In 2018, a single arm, Phase I trial evaluated the combination of camrelizumab (PD-1 inhibitor) plus GP on the treatment-naïve metastatic NPC. The results showed that 91% (20/22) of patients had an ORR with a median follow time of 10.2 months, and the toxicity profile was manageable.[@CIT0046] More importantly, the median PFS of patients had already exceeded 12 months in this study, 5 months more than that reported in GP alone.[@CIT0026] In this trial, there were 5 (23%) cases were diagnosed as smNPC as well. It is suggested that combined PD-1 inhibitors with systematic CT could also increase the outcomes of smNPC. Based on these, we are conducting a clinical trial to evaluate the efficacy and safety of a PD-1 inhibitor plus GP in the treatment of smNPC (ChiCTR1900022683).

In conclusion, for patients with smNPC, the first-line systematic therapy is platinum-based doublets, particularly GP and TP. In the second-line treatment of smNPC, the choice depends on the previous treatment. And the interval to recurrence and drug toxicities should also be considered. In patients pretreated with platinum and progression within 6 months, it might be preferable to consider mono-chemotherapy, with relatively desirable antitumor activity and comparable toxicities. On the contrary, in patients pretreated without platinum or patients with the interval to progression beyond 6 months, the re-introduction of platinum-based CT could be considered. In addition, immune checkpoint inhibitors should be strongly encouraged, particularly in combination with CT. As to molecular-targeted therapy, it should not be recommended owing to the results are not convinced.

The Perspective Of Locoregional RT In smNPC {#S0006}
===========================================

The Value Of Locoregional RT {#S0006-S2001}
----------------------------

Although some clinical trials are being conducted to test the efficacy of locoregional RT for primary tumor in smNPC (NCT02111460), increasing evidences have proved the potential value of it. A SEER analysis performed by Lu et al, demonstrated a 50% reduced risk of mortality in patients who received RT for their primary tumor, compared to CT alone.[@CIT0047] In 2017, Karam et al, compared survival outcomes of 718 patients who received CT, with or without locoregional RT through the National Cancer Data Base (NCDB).[@CIT0048] Their results also confirmed that CT in combination with locoregional RT was associated with improved 5-year OS (28% vs 10%). Further, long-term survival \>10 years was only observed in the combined cohort. [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} presents the studies including locoregional RT in the treatment of patients with smNPC.Table 2Studies Including Locoregional RT In The Treatment Of Patients With smNPCStudyTreatmentNMedian (month)Median OS (month)StatisticZou et al (2017)[@CIT0012]Chemo alone625NANAReferenceChemo +RT362HR 0.37, *p*\<0.001Rusthoven et al (2017)[@CIT0048]Chemo alone28152.215.5 (5 year 10%)ReferenceChemo +RT (median 66Gy)43721.4 (5 year 28%)Multivariate HR 0.61Verma et al (2017)[@CIT0055]Chemo alone296NA13.7 (5 year 10%)*p*\<0.001Chemo +RT (\>60Gy)25935.9 (5 year 34%)Zeng et al (2014)[@CIT0011]Chemo alone94223-year, 12%HR 2.1, *p*\<0.001Chemo +RT (median 70Gy)1403-year, 48%ReferenceLin H et al (2013)[@CIT0024]Chemo alone11165.516 (5 year 0%)ReferenceChemo +RT (68-72Gy)11536 (5 year 38%)HR 0.34, *p*\<0.001Chen et al (2013)[@CIT0029]Chemo alone16919.226ReferenceChemo +RT (median 70Gy)17648HR 0.40, *p*\<0.001[^3][^4]

In order to control for the likelihood that more patients with good performance status were allocated to the RT cohort, sequential landmarks were done for both studies mentioned above. These results suggested that differences in survival were unlikely to be driven by selection bias, and further underscored the importance of RT.[@CIT0048] Additionally, combined CT with RT did not increase the incidence of adverse events, with reported grade 2 to 3 mucositis was 42% and skin reactions 25%.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0025]

The survival benefit associated with locoregional RT might result from the reduction of tumor load. On the one hand, the reduction of primary tumor volume could decrease the likelihood of death from severe complications, such as intractable bleeding.[@CIT0047] On the other hand, localized control reduced the odds of disseminated disease through cancer cell "self seeding".[@CIT0049] High tumor burden was associated with elevated circulating tumor cell (CTC) levels.[@CIT0050] CTCs originate from the primary or metastatic tumors and enter the systemic circulation, potentially inciting subsequent metastases.[@CIT0051] For patients with NPC, the number of CTCs was negatively associated with prognosis.[@CIT0052]

The Sequence And Interval Of CT And Locoregional RT In smNPC {#S0006-S2002}
------------------------------------------------------------

The sequence and interval of CT and RT have great effect on prognosis of patients with LA-NPC. It is proved that delayed RT (interval \> 30 days between induction CT and RT) is associated with higher risk of DM and death in patients with LA-NPC.[@CIT0053] However, the timing and combination of CT in relation to RT in smNPC are still unclear.[@CIT0054]

Karam et al, found that there was no difference in OS between concurrent chemo-radiotherapy or CT followed by RT (sequential RT) in smNPC.[@CIT0048] Whether RT initiation was within 10 days, or even within 120 days of CT initiation, the OS curves were similar. Likewise, Lin et al, investigated the sequence and time of RT initiation, and obtained similar results.[@CIT0055] Therefore, it is suggested that the sequence and interval between CT and locoregional RT have no significant effect on the prognosis of patients with smNPC. Nevertheless, some researchers believe that it is more reasonable that patients received CT alone followed by a presumed interval evaluation of tumor response, and subsequently radical locoregional RT. It is reported that locoregional RT could statistically improve survival in patients with CR or PR compared to that with SD after CT.[@CIT0011] This sequential-based mode could allow us to check the patient's response and consider both treatment benefits. Locoregional RT might be withheld in patients who are not sensitive to CT.[@CIT0056]

The Effect Of New Radiation Techniques On Patients With smNPC {#S0006-S2003}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In the previous studies, the majority of patients with smNPC underwent locoregional RT with two-dimensional conventional radiotherapy (2D-CRT). Currently, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is the predominant radiation technique employed in NPC. The clinical benefit of IMRT with respect to local disease control and adverse toxicities is obvious in LA-NPC.[@CIT0057] Some studies have also indicated that compared with 2D-CRT, IMRT provided patients with smNPC with more survival advantage.[@CIT0024] On the one hand, IMRT could increase locoregional control, which might translate into survival benefit in patients with smNPC. On the other hand, relatively low incidence of grade 3/4 acute toxicities was witnessed in IMRT cohort, which might enhance patient's compliance and treatment intensity.[@CIT0024] Except for conventional IMRT technique, more advanced technologies such as volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and Helical TomoTherapy (HT) have been used in NPC in recent years. Compared with conventional IMRT and VMAT, HT appears to have better dosimetric distribution.[@CIT0058],[@CIT0059] Long-term results also showed that HT resulted in excellent disease control (5-year PFS 84.6%) in NPC with mild acute and late toxicity.[@CIT0060]

In addition, charged particles, such as proton beam and carbon ion beam have begun to be used in NPC. Owing to the virtue of Bragg peak, particles therapy can better spare normal tissues than photon therapy while maintaining effective delivery of does to the target.[@CIT0061] However, few studies have reported the clinical outcomes of the use of intensity-modulated proton therapy (IMPT) for patients with NPC, and carbon therapy is mainly used as salvage treatment for locally recurrent NPC.[@CIT0061],[@CIT0062]

As to patients with smNPC, we should balance RT-related toxicities and disease control when locoregional RT, as a supplement treatment, is administrated. In order to maximize benefits of locoregional RT in smNPC, these advanced radiation techniques characterized by physical or biological superiority provide a direction to explore, particularly in patients with bulky tumor.

Doses And Fractions Of Locoregional RT {#S0006-S2004}
--------------------------------------

To date, the optimal doses for primary tumor in smNPC remain controversial. Mounting evidences have suggested that increased doses of RT are associated with improved OS. One study examined four groups stratified by RT doses: \<30, 30--49.9, 50--69.9, and ≥70Gy. A survival advantage was observed when RT dose was ≥50Gy, and when the RT dose was ≥70Gy, there was an additional survival benefit.[@CIT0048] Similar results also indicated that patients' outcomes were improved when ≥65Gy to the primary tumor, compared to those who received a lower doses.[@CIT0063] Thus, based on existing data, definitive high RT doses for primary tumor are preferable.

IMRT with conventional fraction (1.8-2Gy/F and 5 times a week) is most widely used in NPC, which necessitates an average treatment duration of 6--7 weeks. However, patients with smNPC have relatively short PFS (the median PFS is about 6 months),[@CIT0054] prolonged course of RT, sometimes, might be inappropriate. Hence, hypofractionated RT (hypo-RT) becomes available.

Hypo-RT involves a very accurate delivery of a high dose in a few number of fractions (typically 5 or fewer fractions) to a target with narrow margins.[@CIT0064] In some cases of recurrent head and neck cancer, hypo-RT could be highly effective and features an acceptable toxicity profile.[@CIT0065] In the early 1990s, Ang et al, reported desirable safety and efficacy of using higher doses per fraction (\>5Gy) in patients with head and neck cancer.[@CIT0066] Hypofractionation (18Gy/3F) has also been used as a boost treatment for localized recurrent NPC, with an ORR of 90% and only 19% of patients exhibiting severe late toxicities.[@CIT0067]

Although no data have been reported about the safety and efficacy of hypo-RT for primary tumor in patients with smNPC, it holds as a new RT technique in the treatment of smNPC. Firstly, compared to conventional fractionated RT, hypo-RT can deliver similar biological equivalent dose (BED) within a shorter period of time. Secondly, hypo-RT does not increase obvious acute toxicities, particularly in combination with systematic CT, and it can be administrated with flexible. On the contrary, long duration of RT might cause the probability of acute RT-related complications, thus affecting the implementation of systematic CT. Thirdly, hypo-RT could reduce the cost and stress of hospital stay for patients with smNPC, because less time is needed. Finally, the main pattern of treatment failure in smNPC is still metastases including the appearance of new lesions and progression of primary metastatic sites, suggesting that the control of metastatic sites is more important than control of primary tumor. In our hospital, two patients with smNPC were received hypo-RT (54-48Gy/9-8F/21d qod) for primary tumor after systematic CT. We did not observe serious acute toxicities (grade ≥ 3) during hypo-RT. And one patient has been followed for more than one year, we did not find any signs of local recurrence and serious late toxicities ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). Of course, this is just a preliminary attempt, more clinical data are needed.Figure 1A case of smNPC treating with chemotherapy combined with hypofractionated RT for primary tumor.**Notes:** This patient was diagnosed as NPC with lung metastases and staged as T4N3M1 (AJCC version 8). After six cycles of chemotherapy, the tumor response was evaluated as partial remission, then local RT for primary tumor was started. The prescription dose was: GTVnx and GTVnd 5400cGy/9F/21d qod (EQD2=72Gy, BED=86.4Gy α/β=10), CTV1 4700cGy/9F/21d qod, CTV2 4400cGy/9F/21d qod, respectively. **A**, Enhanced T1 MRI for nasopharynx before treatment. **B**, Dose distribution map for nasopharynx (The yellow, pink, and purple lines represented GTVnx, CTV1, and CTV2, separately). The red color wash represented 5400 cGy, blue 5130 cGy, yellow 4860 cGy, pink 4320 cGy, and green 2700cGy. **C**, Enhanced T1 MRI for nasopharynx after treatment. **D**, Enhanced T1 MRI for nasopharynx after treatment for one year.**Abbreviations:** smNPC, nasopharyngeal carcinoma with synchronous metastasis; RT, radiotherapy; GTVnx, nasopharynx tumor; GTVnd, positive lymph nodes; CTV1, high-risk regions; CTV2, lower risk regions; EQD2, Equivalent Dose in 2 Gy/f; BED, Biological Effective Dose.

Local Treatment For Metastatic Sites {#S0007}
====================================

The metastatic locations and numbers determine the way of local therapy for metastatic lesions. Generally, aggressive local therapy for patients with solitary or oligometastatic lesions could bring survival benefit. The most frequently used local therapy including surgery, RT, transcatheter hepatic artery chemoembolization (TACE), and radiofrequency ablation (RFA). However, studies on local treatment for DM in smNPC remain scare, most focus on mmNPC.

One study published by Ma et al, which included 105 patients with solitary lung metastasis from NPC who underwent operation or operation plus CT, RT or radio-chemotherapy and CT alone, showed that surgery for metastatic lesions obviously increased local control rate (LCR) and prolonged survival, with the LCR were 96.4% vs 88% vs 53.8%, and median OS 82.4 vs 49.6 vs 29 months, respectively.[@CIT0068] Likewise, Pan et al, showed that patients with limited lung metastases who received RFA had longer metastatic OS than those without it (77.1 vs 32.4months).[@CIT0069]

Huang et al, compared the outcome of patients with synchronous or metachronous liver metastases from NPC who underwent partial hepatectomy or TACE. Seventy-six percent (22/30) patients in this study presented with \< 3 metastatic lesions and 63%(19/30) patients had the largest metastasis size \< 5cm. The results showed that the OS of patients who received partial hepatectomy was significantly superior to those who received TACE, with 1-, 3-, and 5-year OS were 85.7%, 64.2%, and 40.2% vs 53.3%, 26.6%, and 20.0%, respectively.[@CIT0070] In addition, Pan et al, showed that RFA in the treatment of patients with 1--3 hepatic metastases from NPC prolonged survival compared to those who underwent CT alone (median OS 48.1 vs 25.9 months).[@CIT0071]

As to bone metastasis, local RT is the main treatment. In 2019, Sun et al, reviewed 226 bone-only metastasis NPC at initial diagnosis, and of these, 68 patients experienced Local RT. The results, unexpectedly, showed that local RT based on systematic CT did not confer survival benefit.[@CIT0018] However, in the study of Shen et al, they demonstrated that patients with solitary bone metastasis who underwent local RT combined CT had longer survival than those who received CT or local RT alone (5-year OS 57.3% vs 11.2%). However, for patients with multiple bone metastasis, this impact was not significant.[@CIT0017] These findings suggested that the value of local RT for bone metastasis is warranted to further study: to validate which proportion of patients would benefit most.

Although most patients underwent 30--60 RT doses with conventional fractions in the previous studies, there is no consensus on the optimal doses and fractions of RT for bone metastasis. The regimens most widely employed are 30Gy/10F, 20Gy/5F, and 8Gy/F.[@CIT0072],[@CIT0073] According to an updated systematic review, the single fraction and multiple fraction RT had similar outcomes and toxicities, with the ORR and CR were 61% vs 62%, and 23% vs 24%, respectively. While re-treatment was significantly more frequent in single fraction arm than multiple fraction arm (20% vs 8%).[@CIT0074] Therefore, some author recommended that multiple fraction RT might be better for bone metastasis from NPC, considering the rate of re-treatment.[@CIT0075]

Notably, another problem remains unanswered that the optimal time for managing the metastatic lesions in smNPC. Mai et al, found that the sequence of local treatment for metastasis with systematic CT did not affect OS of patients with mmNPC.[@CIT0076] The same conclusion, however, might not be totally generalized to smNPC. Besides, it remains unclear that whether local therapy is still needed when metastatic lesions reach CR after CT.

Conclusion {#S0008}
==========

Due to the lower proportion of smNPC in all newly diagnosed NPC, it is difficult to conduct large scale, prospective, randomized clinical trials. Almost all clinical data on smNPC in this review come from retrospective studies, thus biases are inevitable existed. Nevertheless, we summarized available evidences and provided a treatment mode for smNPC ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). In short, 4--6 cycles of GP or TP are preferred for smNPC in first-line setting. In the second-line setting, mono-chemotherapy is recommended and doublets CT with caution. On the basis of systematic CT, RT with high radiation doses (66-70Gy) for primary tumor and regional lymph nodes could further improve OS. In addition, for patients with oligometastatic lesions, local therapy for metastatic sites such as RT or surgery should be recommended. As with multiple metastases, local treatment was only considered to relieve symptoms.Figure 2Flowchart showing the optimal approach in patients with smNPC.**Abbreviations:** Chemo, chemotherapy; RT, radiotherapy; PD-1/PD-L1, programmed death-1/programmed death-ligand 1; GP, gemcitabine + cisplatin; TP, taxanes +cisplatin; RFA: radiofrequency ablation.

The future directions for smNPC may be thematically summed as follows. Firstly, immunotherapy based on checkpoint inhibitors is a promising strategy. Its efficacy was confirmed both as a first-line and second-line therapy for patients with recurrent or metastatic NPC.[@CIT0045],[@CIT0046] More Phase II and III trials are warranted to assess the efficacy of immunotherapy combined with CT as first-line therapy in the treatment of smNPC. Due to short PFS of patients with smNPC, we should additionally explore the value of immunotherapy as maintenance therapy.

Secondly, we should further explore how to optimize the combination of locoregional RT and systematic CT such as the indications and timing of RT, and which patients would benefit most from locoregional RT.[@CIT0056] Besides, with the arrival of precise RT era, utilizing the short-course, hypo-RT for primary tumor of smNPC might be adopted as a new approach to explore, especially in combination with immunotherapy. There are evidences that besides killing cancer cells, hypo-RT could change immune microenvironment, thus increasing the efficacy of immunotherapy.[@CIT0077]

Thirdly, on the basis of different prognostic characteristics of smNPC, we might consider setting up a new metastatic stage system to facilitate individualized, humanized management. For instance, it was showed that systematic CT plus locoregional RT could benefit patients in low and middle risk groups according to the subdivision of metastatic status, whereas it was not found in the high-risk group.[@CIT0018]

Finally, smNPC might represent a particular subtype. Fundamental questions regarding molecular mechanisms that promote or inhibit early metastasis remain unclear. Future studies should consider to use bioinformatics or conduct cohort study to determine difference between patients with or without metastasis at initial diagnosis, thus unveiling the metastatic mechanisms.

Overall, well-designed prospective clinical trials are still warranted to determine the best treatment paradigm for patients with smNPC.
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[^1]: **Notes:** \*SmNPC with bone-only metastasis; \#oligometastases (no), N stage (N0-1), extraregional lymph node metastasis (absent); EB-VCA lgA (≤1:160), neutrophil count (≤4.685), platelet count (≤287), hemoglobin (≥129.6), glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (≤54.5), glutamytranspetidase (≤66); \$, the opposite of \#; PubMed ([www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed)) PMID references for studies displayed in sequence: 28391025, 26264052, 26636646, 25660157, 30653745.

[^2]: **Abbreviations:** smNPC, nasopharyngeal carcinoma with synchronous metastasis; PCT, palliative chemotherapy.

[^3]: **Notes:** PubMed ([www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed)) PMID references for studies displayed in sequence: 28391025, 28433411, 29118230, 25247415, 26219572, 24206918.

[^4]: **Abbreviations:** smNPC, nasopharyngeal carcinoma with synchronous metastasis; RT, radiotherapy; Chemo, chemotherapy; NA, not available.
